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Studies of a tree discovery by two University of Montana researchers may be of 
considerable consequence to Montana’s lumber industry.
Dr. George M. Blake, assistant professor of forestry, and Clint Carlson, 
graduate student in forestry, have come up with both natural and artificial hybrids 
of western and sub-alpine larch.
According to Carlson, son of Clarence F. Carlson of 2^09 Mount Avenue, Missoula, 
western larch is becoming one of the major commercial species in Montana, and his 
studies, which he is doing for his masters of science degree in forestry, may lead 
to the development of better wood properties in larch.
These studies have been going on for two years and have been aided by a 
Mclntire-Stennis grant under the direction of Dr. Blake. The subject comes under 
the over-all heading of tree genetics.
Dr. Blake said the best way to get a good idea of the amount of genetic varia­
tion in trees is to work with hybrids, where one could examine the parent popu­
lations and compare them with the hybrids close at hand.
That's just what Carlson and Dr. Blake did. After careful research and plot­
ting they determined the south side of the Carlton Creek drainage to be a likely 
spot for natural hybridization between the two species to occur.
They discovered they were right by working on an organized search pattern, 
using information acquired from visits to the Carlton Creek drainage. There they 
found an overlap area in which snowslides periodically occur, eliminating natural 
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The tvo species of larch axe generally separated by elevation even though they 
axe in geographic similar areas. The subalpine larch usually grovs at 7,000 foot 
elevation or more, vhile the vestern larch usually grovs at 2,000 to 6,500 feet.
The hybrid is discovered around the 7,000 foot mark, although it is sometimes found 
as lov as 6,000, Dr. Blake reported.
In citing some of the characteristics of the parent larch populations, Carlson 
indicated a significant discovery. He said the vestern laxch branches literally 
burst off the trunk under a man’s veight, vhereas the subalpine larch doesn’t 
respond like that, indicating a more flexible vood.
Back at the School of Forestry greenhouse the researchers discovered the ves­
tern laxch apparently has a faster grovth rate tha|| the subalpine and the natural 
hybrid has thus far shovn as intermediate grovth rate.
These discoveries are particularly important to this area of vestern Montana 
and Northern Idaho, for this is the predominate area of commercial larch grovth 
in the United States. In fact, the UM School of Forestry appears to have a monopoly 
on larch research.
Dr. Blake added that Idaho's forestry school is studying the genetics of 
vestern vhite pine and ponderosa pine, vhich are other predominate species in the 
area. The researchers claimed there vas plenty of moral backing by the local 
forestry industries for their research.
Through the study and development of hybrids, foresters have been able to 
develop and plant the most economically feasible species of trees in order to 
achieve the vood characteristics vhich axe desired by the producers and requested 
by the customers.
With this giant step, Carlson finished the vork for his masters, but his de­
clared interest is to continue forest genetic studies. Dr. Blake vill pursue the 
study of the natural hybrid larch, considering its parent species the vestern and 
subalpine larches.
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